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                                                       ABSTRACT 

 

Code Brew Labs  had practical experience in Designing, Developing, Branding and Online 

Marketing. As an entrenched driving Web Development Company in India they have aced 

the craft of deciphering customer thoughts and desires into great deliverable administrations. 

They put stock in straightforwardness and organize each customer's prerequisites with a lot 

of duty. Besides, their administrations are sponsored up with sound information and aptitudes 

of innovation, alongside practical plans. Their worldwide customer base is assorted and goes 

from little new businesses to huge undertakings.  

 

Job: IOS APP DEVELOPER  

 

iOS is Apple's versatile OS that sudden spikes in demand for an iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch 

equipment. Apple gives instruments and assets to making iOS applications and 

embellishments for these gadgets. As an iOS designer, you can program in local dialects, for 

example, Swift or Objective-C or construct cross-stage local applications utilizing React 

Native (JavaScript) or Xamarin (C# and F#).  

 

Our group of iOS designers is answerable for creating applications for cell phones controlled 

by Apple's IOS working framework.  

 

Obligations  

 

• Designing and building apps for the IOS stage  

 

• Ensure the presentation, quality, and responsive nature  of uses  

 

• Collaborate it with  group to characterize, plan, and boat new highlights  

 

• Identify and right bottlenek and fix all bug  

 

• Help keep up code quality, association. 
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                                              Organization PROFILE  

 

Code Brew Labs is represented considerable authority in Design, Development, Branding and 

Online Marketing. As an entrenched driving Mobile And Web Development Company in India 

they have aced the specialty of interpreting customer thoughts and desires into top notch 

deliverable administrations. They trust in effortlessness and organize each customer's necessities 

with a lot of duty. Additionally, their administrations are upheld up with sound information and 

aptitudes of innovation, alongside practical plans. Their worldwide demographic is various and 

ranges from little new businesses to enormous enterprises.Code Brew Labs is a firm having 

some expertise in mechanical answers for organizations - the ones that exist, and the ones that 

are still in their incipient stages. We make innovation a significant resource for your business - 

be it a startup, a SMB or a venture - these are remembered for their extending collection. They 

have fiddled with Business Analytics, IoT based framework, cloud-based registering and 

arrangements, alongside raids into the universe of AR and VR.  

 

 

Administrations  

 

Quickened Mobile Page:- An open source venture made to improve the presentation of website 

pages for cell phones. The innovation behind AMP empowers lightweight pages that heap all 

the more rapidly for Smartphones and tablets clients. With the assistance of this innovation, you 

will have the option to distribute content a lot quicker. It doesn't make a difference where your 

business is arranged as the task permits us to execute the framework and adjust it to all sort of 

crowds.  

 

 

 

Top Mobile App Development Services for Startups and Enterprises  

 

Code Brew Labs is a first class Mobile App Development organization in India that offers 

probably the best improvement administrations. Regardless of whether you are a startup or an 

undertaking organization, you can profit our exceptionally desired iPhone and Android App 

improvement administrations which will be natural, amazing and locks in. 
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Advanced Marketing  

 

Advanced Marketing has become the center of the considerable number of organizations, 

regardless of their size. Code Brew Labs is glad to be a standout amongst other Digital 

Marketing Company in India, where we practice all the most recent white cap strategies so as to 

make a business noticeable on web.  

 

Top Mobile Game Development Services  

 

Code Brew Labs is one of the most encouraging and conveying Mobile App Game 

advancement organization in India. We have long periods of involvement with making quality 

and increased gaming applications. 

 

 

Products: 

 

GRINTAFY: 

 

An extraordinary application  exclusive for an foot-ball lover in Middle East that allows user 

to make & promotee the profile, play with friends and  let others join  with 1000000+ 

downloads taking trend of foot-ball to another level. 
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                                                          Figure 1: GRINTAFY 

 

 

 

 

B) RED VAULT 

 

A most Rewarded Application for each gamer In Middle East. Super-dazzling designs and 

intuitive UI let the players play and acquire more. Red vault effectively handles 90 percent of 

gaming business sector of GCC with 100K+ download. 

 

 

 

 

 

C) GRADEUP :-  Exam Preparation Application, Subsidiary of Times Internets. 

One of the biggest and best stages for serious test readiness in India with 10M+ downloads. 

Learning made available and moderate! 

 

 

 

      Figure 2 :GradeUp 
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D) ERP SOLUTION FOR SML ISUZU: 

ERP Solution to the business vehicle manufacturer.SML ISUZU is an eminent business 

vehicle producer, having some expertise in transports, ambulances and altered vehicles.SML 

Isuzu Limited is a business vehicle maker set up in 1983.SMLI delivers and sells transports, 

ambulances and modified vehicles.  

 

 

                                               

                                       Figure  3 : SML ISUZU 
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The ‘BREW’ Procedure Helps  Exceed the Business Goals 

 

 
Figure 4 :    Business Goals 

Briefing Of The Business Idea  

Inspecting the thoughts and subtleties, we propose the most ideal arrangements that 

will meet your image prerequisites in reality.  

• Thorough research to keep you in front of your rivals  

• A structure for your altered application with explicit highlights  

Examining A Perfect Architecture  

Perusing our heap of most recent advances, our brewers make a completely modified 

arrangement, made only for your business  

• An remarkable UI plan for better client experience  
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• Development of the center usefulness with cutting edge highlights Evolving 

Bug-Free Business App. 

                                                

 

                                      METHEDOLOGY  

Fundamental Design Stages for iOS Apps:- To see how to configuration forms, you 

should comprehend configuration stages for iOS applications. Programming 

improvement steps are requested in time by stages, beginning from a phase of small 

understanding and moving to phases of dynamically expanded information and 

consistency, with the exercises beginning with the patrons or the visionaries and 

moving to the advancement group and afterward to the client. There are four phases:  

• Inception: The beginning stage is the place things are being made sense of — a 

rough vision; a business case; scope; a significant level, potential design; and elevated 

level appraisals of endeavors and cost.  

• Elaboration: This is where you refine the vision, approve the center engineering, 

and resolve dangers. Truth be told, you may state that elaboration is about the goals 

of the dangers. This is the place the vast majority of the prerequisites recognizable 

proof is done and (with trust) practical venture managementestimates are made.  

• Construction: The phase where you iteratively execute any residual highlights and 

get ready for sending. The development stage is the place the undertakings are 

consistently including an ever increasing number of highlights. A lot of nitty gritty 

OO structure, usage, and testing happens here.  

• Transition: This is where you convey a completed discharged. Here, the product is 

gone over to clients. By chance, you may likewise beta test a framework in this stage. 

Exercises from the sending, testing, and upkeep stages happen here.                         
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                                                Figure 5 :APPDESIGN 

 

                                                    

                                                       CHAPTER :- 1 

                                            INTRODUCTION TO SWIFT 

 

 

Swift is other programming language for iOS, macOS, watchOS, and tvOS application 

improvement. Regardless, various bits of this be normal from the  experience of making in 

C-language and Objective-C laungage . swift gives its own types of all essential C and 

Objective-C types, including int for numbers, Double and Float for skimming focuses , Bool 

for Boolean characteristics, and String for scholarly data.  

Swift is  sort safest programming language, which suggests the language urges you to clear  

the sorts of characteristics your code can works up with . In the occasion that bit of  code 

needs a String, type prosperity shields  from passing the int coincidentally. In like way, type 

prosperity keeps you from unexpectedly passing an optional String to a touch of code that 

needs non-optional Strings. Type security causes you fixing  and catching goofs as exactly on 

schedule  possible in  headway strategy. 

Swift likewise presents discretionary sorts, that handles the nonattendance of the worth. 

Optional states that  wether there are a worth, and that rise to x or there isn't an incentive by 

any stretch of the imagination". utilizing nil with pointers is like Utilizing optionals  with 

pointers in Objective-C, however they work for any sort, not simply classes. Not only are 

optional  more secure and enough revealing than nul pointer in Objective-C, they're at the 

center of an extensive part of Swift mosts amazing features. 
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Notwithstanding natural sorts, Swift presents propelled type are not there in Objective C, for 

example, tuple .Tuples empowers to make and go around the grouping in qualities. You 

could make utilizing the  tuple to restore numerous qualities from the capacity as a solitary 

worth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Features of Swift  

 Swift Supports Dynamic Libraries  

Dynamic libraries are executable lumps of code that can be connected to an application. This 

element permits current Swift applications to connect against more up to date forms of the 

Swift language as it develops after some time. Dynamic libraries in Swift are legitimately 

transferred to the memory, eliminating the underlying size of the application and eventually 

expanding application execution.  

 

More secure Platform  

In the serious portable application commercial center, building up a protected application 

ought to be a need. Quick's sentence structure and language developments avoid the few 

kinds of slip-ups conceivable in Objective-C. This strength implies that there will be less 

crashes and instances of risky conduct. It doesn't keep developers from composing terrible 

code, yet rather commits it more averse to make errors. This includes an additional layer of 

value control during advancement.  

Less Code and Less Legacy  

With Objective-C, there are numerous issues that cause application crashes. Quick gives code 

that is less mistake inclined due to its inline support for controlling content strings and 

information. Moreover, classes aren't separated into two sections; the interface and the usage. 
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This cuts the quantity of documents in the undertaking down the middle, which makes it a lot 

simpler to deal with.  

Programmed Reference Counting (ARC)  

Quick uses(ARC) to follow & deal with the application's Main-Memory utilization. Much of 

the time, this implies memory the executives just work in Swift & you don't have to consider 

memory the executives yourself. Curve naturally opens up the memory utilized by class 

examples when those occasions are not, at this point required.  

 

 

 

 

Swift Overview  

Closures:-  

Closures are  free squares of value that can just  pass around & use in your code. 

Terminations in Swift resemble squares in C language & Objective-C and to lambda in other 

programming dialects. Closures just  catch & store the reference to any non changing value 

and components from settling in what they are best described also known as closing over 

these variable & constant. Swift handles an entirety of the memory the executives of catching 

for you.  

Enumeration:-  

Enum in the Swift are five star type in their own way . They embrace numerous highlights 

customarily upheld just by classes, for example, figured properties to give extra data about 

the list's present worth, and occurrence strategies to give usefulness identified with the 

qualities the list speaks to. Specifications can likewise characterize initializers to give an 

underlying case esteem; can be stretched out to grow their usefulness past their unique usage; 

and can adjust to conventions to give standard usefulness.  

Optinal Chaining:-  

Optinal Chaining(OC) is the system for addressing & calling methods, strategies, and 

addendums on an optional that may starting at now be nil. If the optional have a value, the 

method, procedure and addendum call succeed  if the optional is nul, the property, method, or 

addendum get back to brings nil.  
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Protocols :- protocol characterizes a diagram of techniques  ,methods, and different 

prerequisites that best fits a specific errand or bit of usefulness. The convention would then 

be able to be embraced by a class, structure, or identification to give a real execution of those 

prerequisites. Any sort that fulfills the prerequisites of a convention is said to adjust to that 

convention.  

Generics:- Generic is one of often remarkable highlights of Swift language & a great part of  

Swift standard libraries is worked with an conventional code. Truth be told you have been 

utilizing generic all through the entalect manage, regardless of whether you didn't understand 

it. For example Swift Array and Dictionary types are both regular varieties. You can make a 

display that holds Int values, or a bunch that holds String regards, or without a doubt a group 

for whatever other sort that can be made in Swift. 

 

 

Subscripts:- Classes, structures, and lists can characterize Subscripts, which are alternate 

ways for getting to the part components of an assortment, rundown, or arrangement. You use 

addendums to set and recover values by list without requiring separate strategies for setting 

and recovery.  

ARC:- Swift uses(ARC) to follow and deal with your application's Main- Memory use. By 

and large, this implies memory the board just work in Swift & you don't have to consider 

Main-Memory the executives yourself. Bend naturally opens up the memory utilized by class 

examples when those occasions are no longerneeded. 
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Why swift over objective C : 
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                                      Figure 6: SWIFT VS OBJECTIVEC 

 

         

        CHAPTER 2 

 

                                           INTRODUCTION TO X-CODE 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

XCode is a coordinated improvement condition created to chip away at Mac working 

frameworks. It contains a set-up of programming improvement devices created by apple. 

XCode encourages us to create programming for macOS, tvOS, iOS, and watchOS. The most 

recent stable arrival of XCode is 11.3.2, which is easily available on the App Store for all the 

clients of macOS Mojave. X-code11 is accessible in the App Store and incorporates SDKs 

for iOS 13, macOS Catalina 10.15.  Xcode 11 backings advancement for gadgets running 

iOS 13.1. 

 

2.2 General Operations 

                                               Figure 7 - Xcode  
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Xcode 11 backings advancement with SwiftUI.  

 

 Xcode 11 adds support for Mac Catalyst to bring iPad applications to 

the Mac.  

 

 You would now have the option to change the nearness of Xcode self-

sufficiently of the system appearance setting. 

 

 X-code underpins transferring applications from the Coordinator 

window or from the request line with xcode fabricate or x crunal 

instrument. App Loading isn't, now included with X code. 

 

 
 

2.3 CocoaPods:- 
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Cocoapods is a reliance supervisor used to introduce conditions for quick 

and target C extends in XCode. It is like the expert or frying pan, which 

are utilized to introduce conditions in Java. In any case, a reliance director 

is an apparatus that deals with the arrangement of structures to make life a 

couple of simpler for the designers.  

 

In iOS, Cocoapods introduces outsider libraries like Firebase, Alamofire, 

and so forth. Be that as it may, in the event that we don't utilize Cocoapods 

to introduce an outsider library like Firebase, we have to introduce it 

physically, which is a monotonous procedure. Here, we have to introduce 

all the conditions of firebase alongside firebase, and on the off chance that 

Firebase makes changes to its SDK, at that point we have to redownload it 

into our venture.  

 

CocoaPods is worked with Ruby and it will be installable with the default 

Ruby accessible on macOS. You can utilize a Ruby Version director, 

anyway we suggest that you utilize the standard Ruby accessible on 

macOS except if you recognize what you're doing.  

 

Utilizing the default Ruby introduce will expect you to utilize sudo when 

introducing diamonds. (This is just an issue for the span of the jewel 

establishment, however.)$ sudo gem install cocoapods 

 

2.4<What is a Podfile? 

Podfile is the speecification that best describe the dependency of  target of one or many X-

code project. files should simpy be named Podfile. 

How to use a PodFile? 

For creating a new project with cocoapods we follow these simple step:- 

 Create a new project in X-code. 

 Open the terminal window and type $ cd to change the directory in your project. 

 Create podfile. Then to make it run we type $ pod init. 

https://guides.cocoapods.org/using/the-podfile.html#what-is-a-podfile
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 Open your podfile the very first line would specify the platform and version 

supported  

 In order to use CocoaPods you need to define the Xcode target to link them to. So    

for example if you are writing an iOS app, it would be the name of your app.Create 

a  target section by writing target '$TARGET_NAME' do and an end a few lines 

after. 

 Add a cocoapod by describing  pod '$PODNAME' on one line inside your target 

file. 
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                                                        Chapter 3 

                                  Application Life Cycles & Architecture 

 

3.1         APP-DELEGATE LIFE CYCLE:- 

 

 

 
Figure 8: APPDELEGATE LIFECYCLE 

 

 Main point of enterence  into iOS apps 

is UIApplicationDelegate. UIApplicationDelegate is a protocol that our application had to 

implement to get notifiy regarding the  users event suchas like application launching, 

application goes to background(BG) or foreground(FG), application  is terminate, a push alert 

was opened, etc. 
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Whenever a iOS application is being launched the firstly thing called is application: 

willFinishLaunchingWithOptions:-> Bool. This method  intended for initiall app setting. 

Storyboard have already been loaded at this point but state restoration hasn’t occurred yet. 

LAUNCH 

 application: didFinishLaunchingWithOptions: -> Bool is called next. This 

call-back procedure is called  when the application has finished launching and 

restore its states. 

 applicationWillEnterForeground: is called 

after application: didFinishLaunchingWithOptions: if  application become 

acttive again  even after receivngg a call or any other interruptions. 

 applicationDidBecomeActive: is called 

after applicationWillEnterForeground: to finish up the transition to the 

foreground. 

 

Termination 

 applicationWillResignActive: is called when  application is about to be In-

active  

 applicationDidEnterBackground: is called when application enter a 

background(BG) state after becoming In-active.  

 applicationWillTerminate: is called when your app is about to be purged 

from memory. Call any final cleanups here. 
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3.2         VIEWDELEGATE LIFE CYCLE:- 

   

iOS call the methods of UIViewController  as follows:  

 ViewDidLoad()—Called when the view controller content view  is created and is 

load from a storyboard. 

 

 viewWillAppear()—Called just before the view controller content view is added to 

the app’s view hierarchy 

 

 viewDidAppear()—Called just after the view controller content view has been added 

to the app’s view hierarchy. 

 

 viewWillDisappear()—called just before the view controller’s content view is 

removed from the app’s view hierarchy. 

 

 viewDidDisappear()—Called just after the view controller’s content view has been 

removed from the app’s view hierarchy. 

 

   

Figure 9 :VIEW LIFECYCLE 
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3.3        SCENEDELEGATE LIFE CYCLE:- 

 

A scene delegate  important function is scene(_:willConnectTo:options:). In a way, it is most 

similar to the role of the application(_:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:) function on iOS 12. 

The function is called when a scene is added to the app, so it’s the perfect point to configure 

that scene. In the above code, we’re manually setting up the view controller stack, but more 

about that later. 

These are the functions of scene delegate: 

 sceneDidDisconnect(_:) is called when the scene has been disconnected from the 

application . as it can reconnect again later on. 

 sceneDidBecomeActive(_:) is called whenever the user start interacting with a scene 

such as Selecting it from the application switcher 

 sceneWillResignActive(_:) is called whenever the user stop interacting to a scene, for 

example by switching from one scene to another. 

 sceneWillEnterForeground(_:) is called whenever a scene enter the foreground(fg) that 

is starts or resumes from a background(bg) state 

 sceneDidEnterBackground(_:) is called whenever a scene enters the background(bg) 

that is the app is minimized but is still present in background. 
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3.3        MVC ARCHITECTURE:- 

The MVC — Model View Controller Architecture Design Pattern is the most widely 

recognized engineering found in iOS applications and is suggested by Apple.  

MVC represents Model-View-Controller. It is an engineering or a product configuration 

design that makes making gigantic applications simple. It doesn't have a place with 

explicit programming language or system, however it is an idea that you can use in 

making any sort of utilization or programming in any programming language.  

For instance, on the off chance that you are building up an application in PHP, you can 

utilize structures like Laravel or Codeigniter that utilizes MVC design to assist you with 

creating applications quick and basic. It may be somewhat difficult to get your head 

around the MVC structure from the start on the off chance that you have made 

straightforward applications without utilizing any sort of design or system. Be that as it 

may, this guide is to disclose you how to take a shot at MVC engineering. When you 

will see how it functions, you will simply cherish chipping away at MVC.  

An application which receives the MVC design regularly has 3 primary layers. 

1. Model :-  

Model are portrayals of the application's information. For instance object like User or 

the post can be the models of information. A User struct or class could hold data 

attached to a particular client like Id, D.O.B, etc. Model works straightforwardly with 

the database. It doesn't need to manage UI or information handling. In genuine 

situation, you will just utilize model to get, supplement, refresh and erase information 

from your database.  

2. View :- Views are the entity that clients of the application can watch and collaborate 

with and  View items ought to be long-lasting and adaptable. Items like the  UILabel 

that can show any sort of content aree sees. 
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3. Controller :- Controllers intervene between the model and the view. Controller sets 

up sees with  information from the models & update models when clients cooperate 

with sees.  

 

Advantages of MVC architecture:  

o Development of the app turns out to be quick.  

o Easy for various engineers to team up and cooperate.  

o Easier to Update.  

o Easier to Debug

                                                              

I                           Figure 10:  MVC ARCHITECTURE 
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                                 CHAPTER - 4                  

            DATA Transferring mini project application  

Coding:- 

View controller –  
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Facebook Integration :- 
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Second View Controller:-  
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Table View Cell ;- 
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Data transferring on story board :- 

 

                                     Figure 11 - Signup 
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                           Figure 12 – verification page  
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                             Figure 13 : page transferring using protocols 
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                   CONCLUSION    

 

 

 

Learnt Swift language which is  universally useful, multi-worldview, gathered programming 

language created by Apple Inc. for iOS, iPadOS, macOS, watchOS, tvOS, Linux, and z/OS. 

 

Having a best experience in learning about the new technologies that are used to make iOS 

applications. 

 

Learnt how API’s models formation is done and being mapped. 

 

Hands on experience in debugging the issues. 

 

Experience to handle industry related tools and slowly gaining expertise on integrating them 

to fine tune a creative app. 

 

Learnt using Xcode and VisualStudio  

  

Experience of working on  a Real time Application AIR BNB which has a market base  

 

Implemented the MVC Architecture for my project and designed the UI alongwith fetching 

data for the design using Moya. 

 

Experience of working on  projects such as the coures app and Kashkol and learnt about the 

apps’s transition from initial to its deployment stage. 

 

Learnt how to integrate facebook login and apple login within an app as User friendly 

options 
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